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Abstract

We present a new, extended version of the voiceHome corpus for distant-microphone speech processing in domestic environments. This 5-hour corpus includes short reverberated, noisy utterances (smart home commands) spoken in French by 12 native French talkers in diverse realistic acoustic conditions and recorded by an 8-microphone device at various angles and distances and in various noise conditions. Noise-only segments before and after each utterance are included in the recordings. Clean speech and spontaneous speech recorded in 12 real rooms distributed in 4 different homes are also available. All data have been fully annotated. At last, we provide baseline software for speaker and noise localization, enhancement by source separation, and automatic speech recognition. This corpus stands apart from other corpora in the field by the number of rooms and homes considered and by the fact that it is publicly available at no cost.
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1. Introduction

On October 18\textsuperscript{th}, 2016, Microsoft announced that their automatic speech recognition (ASR) technology named Cortana had “reached human parity” in conversational speech recognition, a “historical achievement”, to borrow the words of the press release\textsuperscript{[1]} followed by a large number of articles in the general press and supported by later publications \textsuperscript{[Xiong et al., 2016]}. As system performance has increased in the last few years, notably thanks to the introduction of deep learning based technologies, commercial products have reached the market and the interest for the numerous applications of speech technology has grown: applications on mobile phones or tablets, games and toys, conference call systems, hands-free systems, hearing aids and other aids for people with disabilities, smart homes, etc.

In order to accompany the development and deployment of such end-user applications with wider and wider usage scenarios, it is now impossible to limit oneself to near-field capture of the user’s speech. While this remains the most frequent use case today, speaker localization, speech enhancement, and ASR in distant-microphone scenarios remain challenging \textsuperscript{[Baker et al., 2009; Wölfel and McDonough, 2009; Cohen et al., 2010; Virtanen et al., 2012; Li et al., 2015; Vincent et al., 2018]}. The development of robust techniques able to alleviate reverberation and noise, the main challenges of distant-speech processing “in the wild”, requires suitable corpora for development and testing. A number of real corpora are now publicly available for environments and application scenarios such as voice command
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for cars (Aurora-3, 2000; Hansen et al., 2001; Lee et al., 2004) and in public spaces (Barker et al., 2015),
automatic transcription of lectures (Lamel et al., 1994), meetings (Janin et al., 2003; Mostefa et al., 2007;
Renals et al., 2008), dialogs (LLSEC, 1996; Stupakov et al., 2011) and other public gatherings (Lincoln
et al., 2005; Fox et al., 2013), and automatic transcription of noisy or overlapped speech in broadcast media
(Gravier et al., 2012; Bell et al., 2015).

More recently, distant-microphone speech processing in domestic environments has drawn much interest.
Emblematic devices such as Amazon Echo or Google Home embody this interest, which is explained not
only by the financial stakes behind voice-controlled home automation and multimedia systems (or other ap-
plications such as human-robot communication, speech monitoring and surveillance systems, among others)
but also by the difficult challenges raised by these environments. For instance, the reverberation time is
typically higher than in, e.g., car or office environments. Talkers are located at variable distances from the
microphone, from a few centimeters up to several meters. Noise backgrounds are often highly nonstationary
and complex, due to the overlap of multiple noise sources such as competing talkers, TV/radio, footsteps,
doors, kitchenware, electrical appliances, noise from outside, among others.

1.1. Comparable corpora

The CHiME series of challenges and corpora have contributed to popularizing research on robust speech
processing in domestic environments. The first two corpora, CHiME-1 (Barker et al., 2013) and CHiME-2
(Vincent et al., 2013) feature real noise backgrounds collected in daily situations in a family home over the
course of several weeks. Reverberation was generated by convolving clean speech with time-varying room
impulse responses recorded in the same home using a binaural microphone setup. Reverberated speech was
then scaled so as to match the intensity of normal voice at a distance of 2 m and added to randomly selected
noise segments.

The DIRHA Simulated corpus (Cristoforetti et al., 2014) was generated in a similar way, with more mi-
crophones across several rooms and simulated noise backgrounds obtained by summing individually recorded
noises. Both corpora were released with baseline software tools (Vincent et al., 2013; Brutti et al., 2014).
These corpora are realistic in several aspects and, as such, they promoted significant advances in the field.
Yet, they differ from speech collected in real, ecological situations in several other aspects. For instance, in
the real world, the intensity and stress level of speech depend on the amount of reverberation and noise and
on the distance.

Few speech corpora have been collected in real homes so far. The DICIT corpus (Brutti et al., 2008)
features a constrained scenario, with talkers sitting in front of a smart TV. The DIRHA-English corpus
(Ravanelli et al., 2015) and the Sweet-Home corpus (Vacher et al., 2014) relax this constraint, but are
not publicly available. The DIRHA_AEC corpus (Zwyssig et al., 2015), specifically designed for echo
cancellation, includes semi-simulated data and real data, with a larger number of scenarios of increasing
complexity, but a limited number of noise conditions. The ATHENA corpus (Tsiami et al., 2014) provides
real noisy speech data, together with video and Kinect recordings, with a larger diversity (20 speakers,
16 speaker positions, 20 noise conditions, heterogeneous and spatially distributed microphone network),
recorded mostly in one room, plus 2 speaker positions and 2 microphones in a second. Crucially, all these
recordings were made in a single home. This precludes the use of machine learning techniques (e.g., based on
deep neural networks) for speech enhancement and ASR (Weninger et al., 2015; Yu and Deng, 2014), which
require data collected in distinct homes for training, validation, and testing. In addition, none of these
corpora provides data in French, which is, according to the French government[3], the sixth most spoken
language in the world (220 million speakers, 77 million native speakers, official language in 29 countries.)

[3] Ravanelli et al. (2015) plan to distribute DIRHA-English via the LDC for a fee. Samples of DIRHA-II,
an extension of DIRHA-English to 3 more languages, can be downloaded from https://shine.fbk.eu/resources/
dirha-ii-simulated-corpus
the-status-of-french-in-the-world/
1.2. The voiceHome and voiceHome-2 corpora

Motivated by these observations, we introduced in 2016 a new corpus named voiceHome \cite{bertin2016} for distant-microphone speech processing in domestic environments, which is publicly available at no cost\footnote{https://zenodo.org/record/1252143}. Developed in the scope of the voiceHome project, whose target application is distant-microphone command of multimedia and smart home appliances via natural dialog, its first release included live speech from 3 native French talkers in reverberant and noisy conditions recorded in a smart room experimental facility furnished and equipped to mimic a real home\footnote{Pictures and more information on this platform can be consulted at http://www.loustic.net} as well as room impulse responses and noise signals recorded in various homes with an 8-microphone device.

In order to enrich this corpus, as initially planned, we collected and annotated more data, including a larger number of homes, rooms and speakers. The result of this new campaign constitutes the voiceHome-2 corpus presented in this paper. For homogeneity and usability reasons, data from the first voiceHome corpus was not included in voiceHome-2. Some notable differences can be emphasized to explain this choice:

- In the voiceHome corpus, each speaker uttered the same sentence at 5 positions in each room, leading to little lexical and phonological diversity, and possible biases in experimental results if the corpus was to be separated in training and test subsets. In voiceHome-2, all uttered sentences are different.
- The duration of noise-only segments before and after each utterance was downsized (from 15 s before and after the utterance in voiceHome, to 5 s before and a short, variable duration after in voiceHome-2) to reduce recording time and storage size, while experimentally preserving performance.
- Two speakers would have appeared in two different homes if the two corpora had been merged. By keeping them separate, each speaker appears only in one home in voiceHome-2.
- In voiceHome-2, we recorded noisy speech in 3 rooms in each home, compared to only 1 in voiceHome.
- VoiceHome-2 includes 2 utterances per speaker and noise condition instead of 5 in voiceHome, which allows a larger variety of noises and rooms for the same total recording duration.
- VoiceHome-2 includes spontaneous speech. Only short, read utterances were recorded in voiceHome.

It must be noted that all voiceHome-2 data have been recorded in different homes than those used for voiceHome. The newly recorded data do not include additional room impulse responses and noise-only data. Indeed, the room impulse responses and the noise-only data in voiceHome can be used to generate simulated data for training \cite{ravanelli2016} while the new, real voiceHome-2 data can be used for testing. Table 1 comparatively summarizes the main features of the two corpora.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corpus features</th>
<th>voiceHome</th>
<th>voiceHome-2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Homes (noisy speech)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rooms (noisy speech)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speakers (noisy speech)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise conditions (noisy speech)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise context duration (noisy speech)</td>
<td>15 seconds</td>
<td>5 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total duration (noisy speech)</td>
<td>2.5 hours</td>
<td>5 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of utterances</td>
<td>360 (60 different)</td>
<td>1560 (all different)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spontaneous speech</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>72 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room impulse responses</td>
<td>188 (12 rooms)</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise-only signals</td>
<td>120 min (12 rooms)</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Comparative summary of voiceHome and voiceHome-2 corpora contents. *These durations include the noise context before and after each utterance.*
All the above mentioned differences make the voiceHome-2 corpus a new corpus, which is described in detail in the rest of this paper. Used together as complementary, companion corpora, voiceHome and voiceHome-2 constitute a complete, self-contained dataset allowing for training, development and test of robust speech processing techniques. In this paper, particular emphasis is put on the new data from the voiceHome-2 corpus, while only necessary reminders about voiceHome are included. In Section 2, we present the corpus specifications and annotations, the recording protocol, and an exhaustive description of the newly recorded data. In Sections 3 and 4, we describe the baseline software tools for source localization and for speech enhancement and ASR, respectively, and the resulting performance. We conclude in Section 5 by outlining possible future uses and applications of this data.

2. Specifications, recording and annotations

The voiceHome-2 corpus contains audio recordings, annotations and transcriptions of speech utterances from several speakers in various realistic, reverberant and noisy domestic environments.

Put together, the two corpora gather various types of audio signals:

• room impulse responses (voiceHome),
• noise-only signals (voiceHome),
• short reverberated, noisy utterances following a scenario of home automation or multimedia appliance control (voiceHome, voiceHome-2),
• clean utterances of the same nature (voiceHome, voiceHome-2),
• spontaneous speech (voiceHome-2).

2.1. Specifications

The short utterances and the spontaneous speech in voiceHome-2 were recorded in 4 different homes. Each home was assigned to a group of 3 speakers (2 males, 1 female). In each home, recordings were performed in 3 different rooms, for a total of 12 different rooms. Each speaker assigned to a given home was recorded in each of the 3 rooms of the home.

2.1.1. Short utterances

The short utterances were generated from two distinct grammars, one for home automation applications and one for multimedia applications, designed from industry specifications and user studies and spanning the basic functionalities expected in a smart home. Both grammars were written in the Augmented Backus-Naur Form (ABNF) format, respecting the W3C Speech Recognition Grammar Specification V1.0 standard. All utterances start with the keyword « OK Vesta » to allow for future wake-up-word technology deployment. This keyword is followed either by:

- a question: « Qu’est-ce qu’il y a ce matin à la télé ? » ("What’s on TV this morning?")
- a wish: « Je veux éteindre tous les luminaires. » ("I want to switch all the lights off.")
- a command: « Redémarre le programme ! » ("Restart the program!")

6JSpeech Grammar Format files containing the full grammars are enclosed in the baseline recognition scripts, downloadable from the corpus webpage.
with possible adjuncts of time, space, or other adjuncts specifying the query. A small number of utterances are short commands (« Pause ! » — “Pause!”) or possible followups to a first round of dialog (« Et sur France 2 ? » — “And what about Channel 2?”). The vocabulary includes 345 words, including a few named entities (mostly names of French TV channels). The dataset only contains utterances generated by the grammar (no true negative), as spontaneous speech excerpts can be used for this purpose. All sentences in the corpus differ from each other, resulting in a total of 1560 different utterances. Thus, each sentence can be straightforwardly associated to a quintuplet: home, room, speaker, speaker position, and noise condition.

Each recording chronologically contains 5 s of the predetermined noise condition, then the « OK Vesta » keyword immediately followed by the specific sentence uttered, and finally a short noise of variable duration depending on when the operator turned the recording off.

2.1.2. Spontaneous speech
In addition, spontaneous speech was also collected in each room. The speakers were asked to pick one topic among a list of suggested topics (your best vacation, a cooking recipe, etc.) or to choose one from their own imagination. They were given free time to prepare themselves and, once ready, spoke about the selected topic during 2 min.

2.1.3. Noises and room impulse responses
We remind here some information about the recordings from voiceHome, that may act as a companion training dataset for the new data.

Impulse responses were obtained by processing recordings of a 6 s chirp from 0 to 8 kHz, played by a loudspeaker in 12 different rooms of 3 real homes (4 rooms per home: living room, kitchen, bedroom, bathroom). In each room, recordings were performed for 2 different positions of the microphone array and 7 to 9 different positions of the loudspeaker. These positions span a range of angles and are distributed logarithmically across distance. The recordings were then convolved with the inverse chirp to obtain the estimated room impulse responses.

In addition, in each of the 12 rooms, 5 complex, everyday noise scenes relevant to the function of the room (background speech, television, footsteps, meal preparation, shutters opening or closing, water flowing and so on) were recorded, at the same 2 array positions as above. The noise sources are different in each home.

We recall that no home nor room is shared between the voiceHome and voiceHome-2 corpora.

2.2. Speech recording protocol
With the exception of clean speech, all audio data were recorded by means of 8 MEMS microphones plugged on the faces of a 10 cm cube (see Fig. 1), and encoded as 16-bit, 16 kHz, 8-channel WAV files. A USB interface allows direct digital recording from the array to a computer.

Speech data were recorded at a pace of one daily session per home. The relative position of the microphones on the cube was fixed during the whole session. In order to ensure realism, the noise conditions were decided at the beginning of each recording session. They consisted of 1 “quiet” and 3 “noisy” conditions per room, determined by selecting objects present in the room and respecting the room’s function and natural usage (hairdryer in the bathroom, cooking appliances in the kitchen, and so on). 5 speaker positions per room, including standing and sitting postures, were chosen to cover a large range of angles and distances with respect to the microphone array, which was placed at a single, fixed position for all the recordings in the room. The speaker positions were marked with duct tape and their coordinates were measured with a laser telemeter and written down, as well as the noise source locations, before proceeding with the recordings.

In each home, each of the 3 speakers (2 males, 1 female) was assigned a list of 120 sentences. He/she was equipped with a tie-clip microphone to ease the transcription process\(^7\) and the approximate height of\(^8\) KEF IQ3 120W 8Ω loudspeaker.

\(^7\)KEF IQ3 120W 8Ω loudspeaker.
\(^8\)MP34DT01 Digital MEMS by ST Microelectronics.
\(^9\)These data are not included in the corpus, since they are not synchronized with the microphone array recordings.
his/her mouth (sitting and standing) was measured. In order to avoid additional uncontrolled noise, only 2 people were present in the room besides the speaker: one operator who turned recording on and off from the control laptop, and one operator who produced the desired noise condition. The 2 other speakers for the session stayed in another room and remained as quiet as possible to avoid additional background noise.

The recordings were collected in the following order:

1. room by room;
2. in a given room, speaker by speaker;
3. in a given room and for a given speaker, position by position;
4. for a given speaker at a given position in the room, noise condition by noise condition.

For each position and noise condition, each speaker was asked to utter 2 sentences, one from the home automation grammar and one from the multimedia appliance control grammar, starting at the recording operator’s hand sign (after recording 5 s of noise). The speakers were asked to face the microphone array and to avoid moving away from the target position, which is realistic given the short duration of the utterances, so that their actual position matches the annotation. They were however given no instruction regarding the way to speak. As a result, they adapted their voice in different, natural ways against reverberation, noise, and distance.

Once all 40 sentences had been recorded for a given speaker in a room, the speaker was assigned one position and one noise condition randomly drawn from the 5 positions and the 4 conditions associated with the room, excluding the “quiet” condition, and spontaneous speech was recorded for that speaker for approximately 2 min. These random assignments were constrained so that, in a given room, the 3 speakers were recorded at different positions and under different noise conditions.

The operation was repeated speaker by speaker and eventually room by room. In addition, all speakers were asked to utter 10 different sentences from the same grammars in clean conditions. These clean data were recorded in noiseless, low reverberation, close-microphone conditions with a single-channel AKG CK91 microphone with a pop filter and an AKG SE300B pre-amplifier.

All speakers signed a consent form for recording, dissemination and use of the corpus for research purposes.

2.3. Annotations and transcriptions

The experimental settings were documented in a series of annotation files describing:
• The global position of the microphone array and its orientation (in the room coordinate system);
• The positions of the 8 microphones (in the array coordinate system);
• The speaker position (free text description, such as “sitting on the couch”, coordinates of the mouth in the room coordinate system, orientation of the mouth in azimuth and elevation);
• The type of the room (free text description, such as “kitchen”);
• The noise condition (noise type, approximate noise position when fixed and known).

For speech data, the transcriptions include the start and end time of each utterance (noise-only segments being labeled as \[$NO\_SPEECH\]$), the sentence that the speaker was asked to read (prompt), and an accurate transcription of what he/she actually uttered. The transcriptions were manually reviewed by listening to the clip-tie microphone recording. All text files are encoded in UTF-8.

2.4. File naming conventions, documentation, and download

Directory structure and file naming conventions of the dataset have been made explicit to allow for easy use and automated parsing. The structure is identical to the first voiceHome corpus, except for the removal of the subdirectories `audio/rirs/` (room impulse responses) and `audio/noises/` (noise-only signals) and the addition of `audio/spontaneous/` and `transcriptions/spontaneous/` (spontaneous speech). Each file of the dataset, irrespective of its nature, follows a naming convention describing its contents, built from a general pattern from which irrelevant fields are discarded. Each audio file can be automatically matched with the corresponding annotations and transcriptions. Filetypes depend on the contents (.wav for audio files, .txt for annotations, .pdf for documentation).

An exhaustive list of filenames and information about each field can be found in the documentation, which can be downloaded separately or together with the data. The complete corpus and the documentation can be freely downloaded at no cost at https://zenodo.org/record/1252143.

2.5. Summary contents

Overall, the voiceHome-2 corpus contains:

• 120 clean utterances, 360 reverberated utterances in quiet, and 1080 reverberated utterances in noise from 12 different speakers recorded in 12 rooms distributed in 4 real homes, for a total duration of about 4 h (including background noise before and after the actual utterance);
• 36 chunks of spontaneous speech of 2 min each, for the same speakers and rooms;
• full annotations for all data.

Together with the voiceHome corpus, the two corpora form a complete set allowing for training, development and testing of speech processing applications. To highlight the complementarity of the two corpora, let us recall the contents of the voiceHome corpus:

• 8-channel impulse responses from 12 different rooms of 3 real homes,
• 120 min of various noises recorded in the same rooms,
• 60 clean utterances, 75 reverberated utterances in quiet and 225 reverberated utterances in noise from 3 different speakers,

for a total duration of about 2.5 h.

In particular, the corpora include challenging situations (high reverberation, low signal-to-noise ratio, nonstationary noises with variable position or diffuse spatial distribution, obstacles between the speaker and the microphone array), which makes them particularly suited for the development and testing of next-generation speech processing techniques. The diversity and realism of room types and noise conditions can be assessed from the list in Table 2. Reverberated noisy speech is mainly intended for the testing of source localization, speech enhancement and ASR, while clean speech, impulse responses and noise-only signals are intended for generating simulated data for training.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Home</th>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Noise conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Home1: house</td>
<td>Room1: kitchen</td>
<td>Cooker hood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Water flowing in a sink filled with dishes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Someone crumpling up a sheet of paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Room2: living room</td>
<td>Music played on a loudspeaker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vacuum cleaner (fixed position)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Electric roller shutter going up and down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Room3: library</td>
<td>Someone playing with the strings of a ukulele</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Someone rubbing polystyrene pieces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home2: flat</td>
<td>Room1: living room</td>
<td>Someone flipping through a book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Music played on a loudspeaker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Someone using an indoor bike</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Room2: kitchen</td>
<td>Someone using a manual roller shutter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Someone washing the dishes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Someone opening and closing the oven door</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Room3: bedroom</td>
<td>Someone opening and closing the storage cupboard door</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Someone pressing the keys of a laptop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Someone playing with the window handle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home3: house</td>
<td>Room1: living room</td>
<td>Someone reading the newspaper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Music played on a loudspeaker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Someone shaking a box of pencils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Room2: dining room</td>
<td>Someone playing with a toy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Someone using a bell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Metronome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Room3: kitchen</td>
<td>Someone playing with cutlery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Someone shaking a jar of seeds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Beeps played by a microwave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home4: house</td>
<td>Room1: living room</td>
<td>Music played on a loudspeaker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Someone shaking keys attached to a keyring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Room2: kitchen</td>
<td>Vacuum cleaner (fixed position)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Blender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cooker hood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Room3: bathroom</td>
<td>Someone shaking gently a crate of empty glass bottles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Electric razor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Water flowing in the sink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hairdryer (fixed position)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Types of homes, rooms and noises in the voiceHome-2 corpus. Rooms span floor areas from roughly 8 to 30 m². The “quiet” noise condition in each room is omitted.

3. Multichannel source localization

In addition to the above data, we distribute baseline software tools for source localization and for speech enhancement and ASR. Indeed, the direction-of-arrival (DOA) of the speaker with respect to the microphone array is a valuable piece of information for subsequent signal processing, in particular for certain speech enhancement and ASR methods.

3.1. Baseline Localization System

As a baseline for speaker localization, we use our own implementation of the state-of-the-art steered response power with phase transform (SRP-PHAT) algorithm (Dibiase et al., 2001). We made this implementation freely available, together with 7 other angular spectrum-based localization techniques (Blandin et al., 2012), in a Matlab toolbox named Multichannel BSS Locate.

The general principle of SRP-PHAT is to compute a function $\Phi(\theta, \phi)$ termed “angular spectrum”, where $\theta$ and $\phi$ are azimuth and elevation variables, which is expected to exhibit local maxima in the directions of active sources. The angular spectrum is first computed for each microphone pair and then aggregated across pairs. The computation consists of the following steps:

[^http://bass-db.gforge.inria.fr/bss_locate/#mbss_locate]: http://bass-db.gforge.inria.fr/bss_locate/#mbss_locate
1. Define the search space, i.e. a grid of possible DOAs \((\theta_j, \varphi_k)\) for which we want to evaluate \(\Phi\) in the global coordinate system;

2. For each microphone pair \(n\):
   (a) Compute the corresponding angles of arrival (AOAs) \(\{\alpha_{jk}^{(n)}\}\) with respect to the microphone pair;
   (b) Resample \(\{\alpha_{jk}^{(n)}\}\) into a smaller set \(\{\alpha_i^{(n)}\}\) in order to reduce computation time;
   (c) Compute the time differences of arrival \(\{\tau_i^{(n)}\}\) between the two microphones corresponding to the AOAs \(\{\alpha_i^{(n)}\}\);
   (d) Compute the generalized cross-correlation with phase transform (GCC-PHAT) \(\Phi_n(t, \tau_{ij}^{(n)})\) [Knapp and Carter, 1976] between the signals recorded at the two microphones in each time frame \(t\) and for each time difference of arrival \(\tau_{ij}^{(n)}\);
   (e) Interpolate it back to the original angle resolution to obtain the local angular spectrum \(\Phi_n(t, \alpha_{jk}^{(n)})\).

3. Compute the global spectrum \(\Phi(\theta, \varphi)\) by pooling the local angular spectra \(\Phi_n(t, \alpha_{jk}^{(n)})\) over all time frames \(t\) and across all microphone pairs \(n\). A pooling method (such as maximum or sum) must be chosen for this purpose.

4. Find the indexes \(j\) and \(k\) of the largest peak (single source case) or peaks (multiple source case) of \(\Phi(\theta, \varphi)\), yielding the estimated source azimuth(s) \(\theta_j\) and elevation(s) \(\varphi_k\).

![Figure 2: Sampling of the DOA sphere and AOA computation for SRP-PHAT.](image)

The sampling of the DOA sphere and the computation of the AOA are illustrated in Fig. 2. More details about interpolation and pooling can be found in the toolbox documentation. These operations, as well as the definition of the search space, can be tuned by the user and depends on the desired resolution. Experimental results presented in Sec. 3.3 were obtained by limiting the search space to the upper half sphere, sampling it at a resolution of 1° in azimuth and elevation in the global frame, then resampling them at 5° in the microphone pair local frame. This results in a subsampling factor of approximately 32.
3.2. Experimental setting and performance measures

We investigated the capability of SRP-PHAT to return the correct DOA of the speaker and the noise source. Based on the ground truth timestamps, joint speaker and noise localization is performed on the time.
interval containing the keyword and the sentence. The results are reported separately on average over all “quiet” conditions and all noisy conditions. The speaker DOA and the noise DOA (in noisy conditions) are assumed to be the largest and the second largest peak of the angular spectrum, respectively. In addition, noise-only localization is performed on the first 4 s of the recording which contain noise only. The noise DOA is then assumed to be the largest peak.

The number of detected DOAs is varied from 1 to 8. The results are evaluated in terms of recall, that is the proportion of correct DOAs returned, and localization error in degrees, computed only for those DOAs which are considered as correct. These metrics are computed in three different ways:

- in azimuth only — an estimated DOA is considered as correct if the absolute difference with the ground truth azimuth is less than 10° and the error is the average absolute difference for correct DOAs;
- in elevation only — an estimated DOA is considered as correct if the absolute difference with the ground truth elevation is less than 10° and the error is the average absolute difference for correct DOAs;
- in both azimuth and elevation — an estimated DOA is considered as correct if the angle it forms with the correct DOA is less than 10°, and the error is the average angle between the unit norm vectors pointing in the true and estimated directions.\(^{11}\)

3.3. Results

3.3.1. Speaker localization

The performance of speaker localization in quiet and in noise is displayed in Fig. 4. Due to the 3D array geometry, the recall and the error are similar in azimuth and in elevation. In quiet, correct speaker localization is systematically achieved, with 99% recall for one returned DOA and 100% for 2 or more returned DOAs, and the correct DOAs are within 2° of the ground truth. This is enough for subsequent enhancement, e.g., by beamforming. In noise, the recall severely degrades when compared to the performance in quiet but the loss of accuracy (in the order of 0.2°) is insignificant.

Due to thresholding effects (we recall that average errors are computed only on estimated DOAs considered as correct with respect to the 10° tolerance on the considered criterion), the average localization error in total angle apparently doesn’t benefit from increasing the number of estimated DOAs, even while azimuth and elevation errors are improved separately. This is of little significance when compared to the precision of ground truth measurements (5°), the resolution of the sphere sampling (1°) and the variance of the errors (about 1.5 to 2°, not shown here.)

The diversity and size of voiceHome-2 allow deeper investigation. As an example, we divided the corpus into two subsets of 720 utterances, depending on whether the speaker distance is below or above 2 m. The differentiated results highlight the impact of the speaker distance. Obviously, the recall in quiet remains very close or equal to 100% irrespective of the distance. However, the recall in noise (see Fig. 5) decreases for larger distances. The average loss of accuracy (not shown here) from small to large distances is insignificant.

Overall, this indicates that the target DOA is generally among the estimated DOAs but it is not always the first one in noisy conditions, especially when the speaker is far from the microphone array and the noise source may be closer or stronger. Possible strategies to retrieve the correct DOA among the returned DOAs could be: i) to perform localization on noise-only intervals (see below) and exclude the resulting noise DOAs, or ii) to classify the corresponding signals to determine which one is the targeted speech.

\(^{11}\)The angle is defined as the acos of the dot product between two unit vectors pointing in the estimated and true directions. Note that this criterion is more restrictive than would be a logical “AND” condition from the two previous. Indeed, when the errors in azimuth only and elevation only are close enough to the 10° threshold, azimuth is considered as correct, elevation as correct, but the DOA “in both” is not.
3.3.2. Noise localization

Besides speaker localization, noise localization is also useful for source separation and speech enhancement. As seen in Fig. 6, this task is harder and requires returning a larger number of DOAs. Joint speaker and noise localization on the same time interval (keyword and sentence) is difficult: the recall in both azimuth and elevation reaches 75% only when 5 or more DOAs are returned. Much better results can be obtained if localization is performed on the first 4 s of each recording, with 75% recall in both azimuth and elevation for 1 DOA returned and 95% recall in either azimuth or elevation with 4 DOAs returned. Thus, in realistic applications, estimating the speaker and noise DOAs on different time intervals would be preferable. In practice, such a strategy could be deployed if: i) the last few seconds of noise before the keyword can be
accessed via a buffer, or ii) a voice activity detection module or an event classification module is employed to detect noise-only intervals during the utterance.

We stress here the diversity of the noise conditions encountered in the corpus, which span different levels of difficulty or complexity of the scene. In particular, the recorded sounds include diffuse noise sources, complex noises with several DOAs, and cases where no direct path was observed between the noise source and the microphones.

4. Speech enhancement and ASR

4.1. Baseline Speech Enhancement System

Source separation has proved to be a valuable speech enhancement strategy for subsequent ASR, as evaluated for instance in the CHiME challenges [Barker et al. 2013; Vincent et al. 2013]. We replicated the strategy deployed by Ozerov and Vincent [2011] and adapted it to perform source separation on the voiceHome-2 corpus using the FASST toolbox [Salaün et al. 2014]. FASST is based on local Gaussian modeling in the time-frequency domain. The multichannel covariance of each source in each time-frequency bin is expressed as the product of a spatial term (spatial covariance matrix) and a spectral term (short-term power spectrum), which is itself factored into the product of template spectra and time activation coefficients by means of multichannel nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF).

We consider that there are two sources: speech and noise. First, the single-channel clean data (audio/clean) are used to train speech template spectra by 32-component NMF. This is done by a first call to the FASST toolbox, where the template spectra are initialized by vector quantization of the input

---

12 http://bass-db.gforge.inria.fr/fasst/
magnitude spectrogram. Second, for each utterance to be enhanced, a spatial and spectral model of the noise is trained from the first 4 s of the recording which contain noise only. This is achieved by a second call to FASST, where the spatial covariance matrices are initialized via a rank-1 model computed from the DOA of the noise source. Noise template spectra are learned by 16-component NMF. Finally, actual source separation is performed by a last call to FASST, using the previously trained models and the speaker DOA to initialize its spatial covariance matrix. The template spectra are now kept fixed and only the time activation coefficients and the spatial covariance matrices are adapted to the test signal. Given the template spectra and the estimated time activation coefficients and spatial covariance matrices, separation is achieved by multichannel Wiener filtering.

We implemented several configurations based on this general approach:

- Two time-frequency representations can be used: either a 1024-bin short time Fourier transform (STFT) or an 8-band equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB) transform (Vincent et al., 2010). These choices respectively correspond to a high-quality configuration with high frequency resolution and a real-time configuration with lower frequency resolution but real-time operating capability.
- The speech template spectra can be either speaker-dependent (only clean data from the test speaker are used for training) or speaker-independent (clean data from the other 11 speakers excluding the test speaker are used for training).
- Either the ground truth speaker and noise DOAs or the estimated DOAs are used for initialization of the spatial covariance matrices of speech and noise. The estimated DOAs are the first DOA returned by SRP-PHAT on the time interval containing the keyword and the sentence (speaker localization) and the first DOA returned on the first 4 s of the recording (noise localization).
- The estimated short-term power spectra of speech and noise, that are the product of the estimated template spectra and time activation coefficients, are smoothed over time using a sliding rectangular window as described in Vincent (2010, eq. (8)) before computing the multichannel Wiener filter. The length of the window is set to 1 (no smoothing), 5, 9, or 17 frames. Smoothing helps tuning the tradeoff between noise reduction and speech distortion (Vincent, 2010). By reducing speech distortion (at the cost of increased residual noise), better ASR performance can often be obtained (Virtanen et al., 2012).

This resulted in 32 different configurations in total.

4.2. Baseline ASR System

We conducted ASR experiments on noisy and enhanced data to serve as a baseline for further use of the corpus. The ASR baseline was implemented using Kaldi (Povey et al., 2011).

The acoustic features are 13 mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), which are concatenated with 3 frames of left and right context, reduced to 40 dimensions by linear discriminant analysis (LDA), transformed by feature-space maximum likelihood linear regression (FMLLR), and eventually concatenated with 5 frames of left and right context. The effectiveness of this feature pipeline for distant-microphone ASR was shown by Tachioka et al. (2013). The acoustic model is a deep neural network (DNN) with 7 hidden layers and 2048 sigmoid units per layer. The DNN outputs represent 4113 hidden Markov model (HMM) states. The parameters are pretrained using restricted Boltzmann machines and updated by backpropagation using cross-entropy as the loss function. Early stopping is conducted based on a validation set. The two deterministic grammars (cf. Section 2.1.1) are used as language models.

Training is performed on a subset of the ESTER corpus (Galliano et al., 2006), which contains 43 h of “clean” broadcast speech randomly split into 90% for training and 10% for validation. A Gaussian mixture based acoustic model (GMM-HMM) is first trained on these clean data to obtain alignments. A simulated multi-condition corpus is then generated by convolving each utterance of ESTER with a room impulse response and adding a noise signal. The room impulse response and the noise signal are randomly chosen from the voiceHome corpus and they are distinct for every utterance, in the limit of the total number
of impulse responses and noise signals. The signal-to-noise ratio is set such that the intensity of speech matches that actually recorded in these homes. We recall again that these homes are different from those used in voiceHome-2 and that the speakers are totally disjoint. The DNN acoustic model is trained on this multi-condition corpus using the clean alignments obtained via the GMM-HMM as targets. Note that the model is not retrained on enhanced training data (as suggested by Yoshioka et al., 2015), this should not be detrimental to ASR performance.

### 4.3. Performance measures

In contrast with popular semi-simulated corpora cited in the introduction, voiceHome-2 consists of real data only. This favors realism over the availability of a ground truth speech signal. As such, the computation of classical source separation metrics such as SDR, SAR, SIR (Vincent et al., 2006) is excluded here. In line with the target application, we retain the word error rate (WER) as the main performance metric for ASR but also for speech enhancement. The quality of separation is indirectly assessed through the WER improvement it brings when used as a preprocessing step for ASR. The 95% confidence interval on the WERs reported below is in the order of $\pm 0.3\%$ (for the smallest WER on enhanced data) to $\pm 0.4\%$ (for the largest WER).

### 4.4. Results

Without enhancement, our baseline ASR system yields a WER of 2.15% on clean data and 8.15% on noisy, unprocessed data. The results obtained after speech enhancement are presented in Table 3 for STFT-based separation and in Table 4 for ERB-based separation.

As now well established, despite the considerable progress lately made in ASR thanks to the introduction of DNN-based technologies and multi-condition training, STFT-based source separation still improves the WER compared to processing the original noisy data. The improvement is as large as 43% relative using speaker-dependent models initialized with the true DOAs and 28% relative using speaker-independent models initialized with the estimated DOAs.

In line with the above localization results, the use of the ground truth speech and noise DOAs provides notably better performance than the estimated DOAs. Indeed, the recall in the order of 60% for the first returned speaker DOA in noisy conditions (see Fig. 4) translates into the fact that the initial spatial covariance matrices sometimes point to a noise source instead of the speaker. FASST can partially recover from such bad initialization thanks to the information provided by the pretrained template spectra, but not always. The strategies listed at the end of Section 3 to improve speaker localization are expected to improve the WER too.

Disappointingly, and in contrast with previous preliminary experiments (unpublished), the real-time ERB-based separation configuration does not preserve the WER improvement to some extent compared to the STFT-based configuration. Although the WER decreases compared to noisy speech processing when the true DOAs are used, the accumulation of localization errors and separation results in a WER increase otherwise. This suggests that further research is needed to identify the best tradeoff between quality and computation time, by exploring more finely the range of parameters controlling this tradeoff.

Also, despite previous evidence of its benefit for improving the separation quality (Vincent, 2010), temporal smoothing does not improve the WER significantly. One possible explanation, which remains to be

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Smoothing</th>
<th>Speaker independent</th>
<th>Speaker dependent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Est. DOA</td>
<td>True DOA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>6.03</td>
<td>4.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 frames</td>
<td>5.89</td>
<td>5.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 frames</td>
<td>5.83</td>
<td>4.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 frames</td>
<td>6.03</td>
<td>4.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Baseline WER (%) after speech enhancement using a 1024-bin STFT representation.
investigated, is that the benefit of smoothing was greater for GMM-HMM based ASR than it is for the latest DNN-based technologies.

5. Conclusion

The voiceHome and voiceHome-2 corpora provide a variety of multichannel noise and room data and distant-microphone speech, in an unprecedented number of realistic domestic environments. These datasets can serve for the development and testing of robust speech processing technology, including speech and noise localization, speech enhancement, and ASR. As real speech data will always be limited in quantity, the real speech data in voiceHome-2 are fundamentally meant to serve as a test set. By contrast, the possibility to mix clean utterances with the room impulse responses and the recorded noises in voiceHome is the key to obtain enough data for efficient multi-condition training. For these reasons, the effort in enriching the first voiceHome corpus was primarily put on the diversity of recorded noisy, reverberant speech, resulting in the new voiceHome-2 corpus presented here, which includes 12 speakers, 12 rooms inside 4 different real homes, and 48 realistic noise conditions.

The acoustic diversity in noises and environments provided in voiceHome-2 represent an additional resource in the current common effort of the community towards more realism in the development and evaluation of robust speech processing techniques. The baseline localization, enhancement, and ASR software provided together with the data can be used as the basis for the development of future technology and the recall, localization error, and WER results presented in this article as a basis for evaluating progress. The experiments presented in this article were conducted on short utterances only, since spontaneous speech data were manually transcribed in parallel to writing the article and the transcriptions were finalized too late to run the experiments. We will however be running localization, enhancement, and ASR experiments on spontaneous speech data in the near future and release the corresponding baselines.

In the future, the evaluation of the latest DNN-based enhancement algorithms on voiceHome-2, and the collection of speech uttered in natural dialog scenarios and in more ecological situations (for instance through a Wizard-of-Oz scheme) should allow pursuing this effort towards realistic speech processing techniques.
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